





 

Unscripted introduction: If this question makes you feel uncertain… Welcome to my world. Uncertainty is why I 
paint. 


“Double portraits” is a phrase rarely used. We all know what a portrait is - the representation of an individual - but as 
soon as we add the word double to something so singular we are heading somewhere awkward. I think it is a portrait 
of two people together. It can also mean more broadly an artwork in which there is more than one figure. 


Serendipity is more commonly used but I think it probably means different things to different people. Along the lines: 
The unintended consequences of intended actions. So we have two difficult-to-define ideas and I have brought them 
together.  And here we go…(Start)


If you are in any doubt as to why you are here tonight it is because

I think you have an observant mind.


I anticipate that we will find something unexpected as we look for reasons why the double portrait 
is special.
Part of this process is serendipity, allowing for chance finds and accepting that what is found is 
not necessarily what was being looked for,
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…thanks to your observant mind.

I am not completely sure that that is what serendipity means but I am drawn to ask the 
question:
Are double portraits full of serendipity?
The element of chance seems stronger in double portraits.
These double portraits
 "Engaged - Just Imagine" (left) and "Old Tales VII" (r) are quite straightforward 
despite their titles
because they are based on little photographs. 
As small as a big painting in a doorway far away

Finding unique snapshots of two people together is a moment to be treasured.
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Painting, even from such a tiny, remote starting point
was a way to look at these moments in history more deeply.
Put them in some sort of context in my mind
"Engaged - Just Imagine" and "Old Tales VII" were rare at the time because if ever I 
painted more than one figure in a composition,
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I would diminish their size
compared to the environment  in which they existed
The language of painting I was using was that of the conversation piece.
A passing hello or afternoon tea
Direct responses to light 
combined with looking at family relationships of the past.
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I had learnt from The Young Gainsborough at the National Gallery
back near the start in 1997 about double portraits and conversation pieces
Essays in the catalogue  really helped build my technique
And the major Peter Doig exhibition at the Tate in 2008
had elements of double portraiture and the conversation piece too
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I wanted to use painting as an exploration of shifting memories
These are my artworks.
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Another conversation piece that inspired me much earlier
was Mariano Fortuny's Fantasy on Faust
viewed in Spain 30 years ago

My abiding interest in Spanish art is also reflected in my painting of…
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The Twelve Tribes of Israel, painted  
in 2011

I had heard about the potential sale of Zurbarán's "Jacob and his twelve Sons"
in County Durham
Then unified all the separate figures into one canvas.

Professor Andy Beresford wrote:
[There is] an evocative sense of immediacy. 

This will be partly what I am aiming for when making a portrait.
It is a recording. A note
In Spanish you say: un apunte.
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“Engaged - Just Imagine", there on the easel at Wallington in Northumberland,
signals a shift in structure.
I chose to paint a double portrait on the kind of panel that I had used a hundred times 
before to depict a single figure.
"Engaged - Just Imagine" actually started off as a mother and daughter pairing,
inspired by the view out of those very magnificent windows (top right).
The figures on the right "Katherine and Mary" 
got lost underneath my "Engaged - Just Imagine"
but now they stroll through the National Gallery double portrait of 2019.
being unveiled here tonight (bottom right)

Underneath the surface there is a whole other painting that gets lost sometimes.
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“Oscar" with his jack russell, is on a panel which for many years carried a soldier from the 
Burma Rifles (to the left. same panel)
who then became Michael, a friend I play football with (squeezed in the middle).
"Jack" was painted over a bugler (on the right hand side)

I had been painting portrait figures in isolation for years.
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Starting at Camberwell
then Zaragoza and Newcastle,
Wimbledon…
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The City of London
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Stockport
Southfields
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Ideas about Honour
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principles, both the academic kind and 
those that create bonds in football
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triumph
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The last in the series then combining to make a double portrait.
Oscar Gnosspelios and Jack Parker,
Their cooperation is profound.
Pioneering seaplane builder and test pilot respectively.

This a quote from Horace Walpole:
"As their highnesses travelled, they were always making discoveries, by accident and 
sagacity, of things which they were not in quest of"

So said Horace Walpole in 1754
when describing what he was calling serendipity
Around this time Reynolds painted Walpole's portrait - now at the NPG -
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It is much like a Reynolds I drew at the Tate.
Doing so on the same page as a self-portrait.

Walpole was naming the faculty possessed by the heroes of a fairy tale
"The Three Princes Of Serendip".
He was writing to his friend Thomas Mann, about having some luck,
describing a chance discovery
made while researching a lost painting of Bianca Cappello by Giorgio Vasari.

Fortunately I know the whereabouts of most of my paintings
And certainly all of my sketchbooks.
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Sketchbooks. They underpin the continuum of making artworks for many artists.
We learn a language to be practised and developed every day
often by looking at artworks,
our own and those made by others.
It is quite tribal.

There are different languages in use for our observant minds to interpret.
One I like very much is the direct response to light
Another is being able to read the past. The exploration of shifting memories.
Artworks are an arena for Chance encounters too
Like the language we use when we remember a dream
Comment can also be made on the story of art
Expressions about being human are conveyed through painting.

We are symbol-mongerers

In the months leading up to being commissioned to paint two double portraits
which happened this spring
I was bringing figures together 
To see how they animated each other.

[Lotto’s architect and Puvis de Chavanne's Saint Genevieve
Gainsborough's Sally and Van Dyck's Mary Princess Royal of Orange
John Currin's Rachel and Duncan Grant's David Garnett
Botticelli's two young men, the Michael Marullus Tarchoniota portrait]

helped by a device which could be described as
a physical manifestation of serendipity
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A kind of double portrait itself in fact
Made from two simple figures I have invented
Over the past two decades
with which, through which, by which to observe the world.

One is portrait
The other is landscape.
Why I came up with it is a long story for later.

[It was a shortcut to forming a basis for the artwork.
Points of focus from the real world could be immediately located on the page
It enables the artwork to become the interface between artist and everything else
Past present and future
It can be scaled up elegantly]

This physical manifestation of serendipity - if that is what it is -
is something I now use in every artwork.
My framework for accidental knowledge
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And it has proved useful once again with double portraits
because the people I am commissioned to paint
might be ready at different times.
I can half-paint a picture knowing that I will be able to add more figures
The other two head boys that will be nominated in The Spring and Summer of 2012
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The other grandchildren, 3 and 4 can be added when they are a bit older.
In the Meantime Ariadne plays a part in the composition.
Faintly
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Mythological stories are often double portraits in name.
Bacchus and Ariadne by Titian at the National gallery.
Or Mercury and Artemis sculpted by Joyce Bidder at my studio.
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Picasso and the Centaur.
Midas and Pan
In stories of Metamorphosis changes occur in a short space of time.
Viewing a moment in that process is like a still frame in a film.
Realization. Confrontation…
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…Humour. Empathy.
The kind of moment of togetherness I expect in a double portrait too
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Painting is an arena for imagined meetings
I can bring people together separated by time.
Even extensive periods of time
Makers of museums 150 years apart. (Ruffer and Bowes)
Poets and heroes. (Neruda and Cochrane)
I'd like to know how they might animate eachother.
Animation or liveliness would be more clearly there
if my subjects were alive in front of me of course
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If you arrive at the studio for the purposes of a double portrait
not only would you see Bacchus and Ariadne, Mercury and Artemis
together over the fireplace
and a blank canvas on the wall
you would have made that physical effort to be there.
Making your way to the studio demonstrates a degree of acceptance
for the rather unusual social dynamic of being in the company of an artist at work.
You are willing to be a "sitter"
Two sitters for a double portrait.
But Your attitudes to the creative process will differ
You are distinct
Indeed it can help to separate everyone a bit,
to mull over the situation. Which is what is happening here
The next thing that happened was Camilla joined Lawrence in the light well
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(da daa..).
It was this stance that provided me with the final composition.
I could organise a moment in time of togetherness.
Instinct told me I had a foundation for all the rest of the work.
Ready for their return for a portrait sitting some months later

What is there for you to see in this minute or so,
letting your eyes read those different languages simultaneously,
of course takes much longer to create.
Transferring that sense of togetherness into the painting during creation
meets with an awkward disruption when there are two people.
Because painting directly requires a strange blend of focus and remoteness 
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The one-to-one, face-to-face set-up
has echoes of so many other everyday encounters
that You'll probably find it quite easy to comply, with a bit of practice.
You'll quickly learn that if you sit still a bit longer then the painting will get done.
You'll be off the hook.
However, the delay required to achieve immediacy
runs into trouble with double portraiture.
I am trying to lose myself
in the time spent looking that leads to instinctive mark-making,
by feel.
I stop thinking about the mechanics, the measuring, the state of the palette, the distance 
to the sitter, the feel of the brush.
What ends up on the canvas can begin to have a mysterious power.
That's manageable with just one sitter
But with double portraiture
Both of you are watching me 
I must read "togetherness"
in between two individuals.
Here, three's a crowd' refers to one of the sitters
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But of course there is the other dynamic of three's a crowd
when it is me as an artist who feels like I am intruding
Causing a disruption.
I felt this in March when I was invited to paint a double portrait in Kent,
in the build-up to a golden wedding anniversary.
And celebration of the house being 700 years old.
My Time was short though,
My sitters were unable to travel to my studio
and the idea for having a portrait painted came from their son rather than from them.
I was searching intently for how best to portray their togetherness,
imagining a future family member looking at them in years to come
but my perspective was that of a stranger.
What was interesting was the awkwardness
if I asked them to hold a pose looking directly at me.
I was separating their togetherness as a stranger in their house
even without the complexity of long painting sessions.
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However, as soon as they joined together to look out of the window at the old walnut tree
I could work freely

Ah, now we have something.
a chance moment
a punctuation point
Togetherness.

Serendipity perhaps.
the importance of the unintended consequences of intended actions.
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